ABSTRACT This paper discusses the results of homology modeling and resulting calculation of key structural and physical properties for close to 300 tubulin sequences, including α α α α α, β β β β β, γ γ γ γ γ, δ δ δ δ δ and ε ε ε ε ε -tubulins. The basis for our calculations was the structure of the tubulin dimer In addition to the general structural trends between tubulin isoforms, we have observed that the carboxy-termini of α α α α α and β β β β β-tubulin exists in at least two stable configurations, either projecting away from the tubulin (or microtubule) surface, or collapsed onto the surface. In the latter case, the carboxy-termini form a lattice distinctly different from that of the well-known A and B lattices formed by the tubulin subunits. However, this C-terminal lattice is indistinguishable from the lattice formed when the microtubule-associated protein tau binds to the microtubule surface. Finally, we have discussed how tubulin sequence diversity arose in evolution giving rise to its particular phylogeny and how it may be used in cell-and tissue-specific expression including embryonal development.
Introduction
Microtubules (MTs) are cylindrical protein filaments found in all eukaryotes and are critically involved in a variety of cellular processes including cellular motility, cytoplasmic transport and mitosis (Hyams, 1994) . Their component protein, tubulin forms a heterodimer that is composed of two homologous polypeptides, designated α and β tubulin (Postingl, 1981; Krauhs, 1981) . Each individual tubulin heterodimer is 8 nm in length and interacts laterally and longitudinally to form protofilaments and then MTs . In addition to microtubules, whose protofilament numbers vary betweens 8 and 17, under special experimental conditions tubulin can also give rise to polymorphic assemblies that include sheets, macrotubes, ribbons and several additional, exotic structures (Unger, 1990) .
Microtubules undergo cycles of rapid growth and disassembly in a process known as dynamic instability which has been extensively studied both in vivo and in vitro (Mitchison and Kirschner, 1984) . This instability appears to be critical for proper MT function, especially during mitosis (Kirschner and Schulze, 1986) . The assembled tubulin dimer hydrolyzes a bound guanosine triphosphate (GTP) at its exchangeable nucleotide binding site to GDP; the kinetics of this process in β tubulin is critical in regulating dynamic instability by affecting the loss of the "lateral cap" (the top tubulin layer in the growing MT that stabilizes the entire structure).
In addition to forming MTs, tubulin interacts with a large number of ancillary proteins. Some of these, such as tektin, may play structural roles, while others like tau or MAP2 are known as microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) are involved in MT assembly, stability and may also mediate interactions with other
proteins. Yet another subset of proteins, such as kinesin and dynein, are motor proteins that move cargoes, such as cellular vesicles, along MTs as part of active intracellular transport (Kikkawa, 2001; Wang and Sheetz, 2000) .
An interesting feature of tubulin is its presence as multiple isoforms in eukaryotic organisms and its numerous post-translational modifications, such as phosphorylation, acetylation, detyrosination and polyglutamylation (Banerjee, 2002; Luduena, 1998) . In addition to the ubiquitous α and β-tubulin, MTs often require the presence of an additional tubulin protein,'γ-tubulin, for correct assembly as a templating protein (Erickson, 2000; Luduena, 1998) . Two additional tubulins, designated δ and ε, have also been characterized and although their role in MT assembly remains uncertain (Vaughan, 2000) , models of their function in MT assembly have been proposed (Inclan and Nogales, 2001) .
At the molecular level, the role of tubulin is extremely complex and seems to be related to the structural variations observed between α and β isoforms (Richards, 2000) . The existence and distribution of numerous homologous forms of α and β-tubulin provides a link to the structure of tubulin and the polymerization and stability properties of MTs. It has been demonstrated that apparently small overall differences in the structures and therefore binding energies and chemical affinities between different tubulins may translate into significant deviations in the growth and catastrophe rates for MTs. The three-dimensional structure of bovine brain tubulin has been determined crystallographically, resulting in several atomic structures that are available in the Protein Data Bank, entries 1TUB and 1JFF (Lowe, 2001) being typical examples. Using these structures, it is possible to computationally predict the structures of related tubulin sequences with some degree of accuracy. We have created homology models of nearly 300 different tubulins, representing α and β-tubulins, as well as γ, δ and ε-tubulins from animals, plants, fungi and protists. For most of the resulting tubulin structures, we have been able to estimate the magnitudes and orientations of their dipole moments, charge distributions, surface areas and volumes. The magnitudes and orientations of the dipople moment of the tubulin dimer may play a role in MT assembly and stability due to their contribution to the total energy via dipole-dipole interactions. In addition, we have been able to generate plausible conformations for the carboxy-terminal region of each tubulin monomer. The C-termini of α-and β-tubulin were not resolved in the original crystallographic structures of tubulin due to their flexibility and possibly sample inhomogeneity . The importance of the carboxy-termini is highlighted by the fact that they are the site of most of tubulin's post-translational modifications, that they bind to MAPs and that most of the differences among tubulin isoforms cluster here. We have observed that the carboxy-termini can either project out to a considerable distance from the MT or collapse onto the surface. Our results raise the possibility that the conformational transitions in the C-termini of tubulin may play a significant role in kinesin and dynein movement and that they may have a novel role in ion transport along MTs, especially in the axoplasm of neurons.
Tubulin's diversity
Gene orthologs are homologous proteins with amino acid sequences that have diverged due to mutations accumulated since their separation by speciation events (Fitch, 2000) . The variations that occur can be neutral: implying that they are irrelevant to the process of natural selection, crucial: meaning that they adapt the function of a protein to a given selective pressure, or can be somewhere in between. In general, a weak but statistically significant correlation is found between this sequence variability and a protein's solvent accessible surface area (Rodionov and Blundell, 1998) . Interestingly, an apparent conservation of the three-dimensional pattern of conserved amino acids has been observed in several families of structurally homologous proteins that points to the existence of a folding nucleus (Mirny and Shakhnovich, 1999) . Previous reports agree that buried residues within a protein tend to evolve more slowly, but most of these analyses have been restricted to globular enzymes. Interestingly, the mapping of evolutionary rates onto the sequence of the α/β tubulin dimer demonstrate the opposite pattern (Roger, 1996) . The relative rates of evolution at sites within the core of the tubulin proteins are faster than the rates of sites at the surface. The large number of intermolecular interactions between tubulins and other proteins apparently restrains the sites at the protein surface, relative to the constraints imposed by side-chain packing 
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within the core of the proteins. This is consistent with the common assumption that co-evolution of many interacting proteins leads to a high degree of sequence constraint within the proteins where these interactions occur. Raff et al. (1997) emphasized overwhelming evidence in favor of the idea that FtsZ is a homolog of tubulin, the ubiquitous eukaryotic cytoskeletal protein involved in many essential cellular processes including mitosis. Despite only limited primary sequence homology centered on a GTP-binding motif termed the 'tubulin signature sequence', the recently solved crystal structures of FtsZ and tubulin show extensive structural similarity throughout the proteins. In addition, FtsZ, like tubulin, binds and hydrolyzes GTP and assembles into protofilaments that have structures similar to those within MT's. This assembly is GTPdependent and disassembly occurs when the GTP supply is exhausted, suggesting that FtsZ polymers, like MTs, are dynamically unstable. Tubulin and FtsZ share a common fold of two domains connected by a central helix . Structurebased sequence alignment shows that common residues localize in the nucleotide-binding site and regions that interact with the nucleotide of the next subunit in the protofilament, suggesting that tubulin and FtsZ use similar contacts to form filaments. Surfaces that would make lateral interactions between protofilaments or interact with motor proteins are, however, different.
Most eukaryotic organisms express multiple tubulin genes, with each distinct tubulin isoform having an essential function. It has been shown, that in the testis of Drosophila and the touch neurons of Caenorhabditis elegans, not every tubulin molecule is interchangeable. For example, the mec7 and mec12 tubulins are required for assembly of specialized MTs that contain 15 protofilament. It has been demonstrated that γ tubulin is required for the initiation of MT assembly. Additionally, four new members of the tubulin family have recently been identified (Dutcher, 2001) . The first, δ-tubulin was identified as a flagellar assembly mutant in the green algae Chlamydomonas reinhardti and has also been found in Chlamydomonas Euplotes, human, rat, Xenopus, mouse, dog and Trypanosomids. Second, η-tubulin was discovered due to a mutation in Paramecium that results in a basal body duplication defect. The ε and ζ-tubulins, were discovered using bioinformatics techniques, however their cellular functions have yet to be determined. ε-tubulin is present in Chlamydomonas, human, mouse, rat, Xenopus and Trypanosomids. ζ-tubulin has been found in Trypanosoma and Leishmania and as an expressed sequence tag in Xenopus laevis. Interesingly, the δ, ε, ζ and η-tubulins do not appear to have a ubiquitous distribution throughout all eukaryotic organisms, as is the case for the α and β tubulins. The genomes of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Schizosaccharomyces pombe, Aradbidopsis thaliana and C. elegans do not have clear homologs to the δ, ε, ζ and η-tubulins. The absence of these tubulins from fungi and plants can be correlated with the lack of centrioles and basal bodies. The high degree of divergence among the new tubulins in both the same and different families suggests that their functions are not as constrained by their primary sequences as those of the α, β and γ-tubulins. The elucidation of the biological function of these new members of the tubulin superfamily will hopefully resolve their roles within the cell.
Early sequence comparisons for tubulin gave valuable insights into the function of α and β-tubulin (Little, 1981; Little and Seehaus, 1988; Burns, 1991; Burns and Surridge, 1994) . Alignments between the orthologs and paralogs of α and β-tubulin are unambiguous due to the highly conserved amino acid sequences between these two proteins. Recently, Kuchnir-Fygenson et al. (2004) analyzed the homology within the tubulin family using multiple sequence alignment techniques. They compared members of the tubulin super-family from human, Drosophila, Chlamydomonas, Trypanosoma and Paramecium. Within this subset, it was shown that all the α-tubulins are 89-95% similar to one another while the β-tubulins were only 88-94% similar. It was also demonstrated that the γ-tubulins have similarities ranging from 72% to 94%, while the three δ-tubulins were only 47-57% similar. The two complete sequences for the ε-tubulin are only 58% similar. A portion of the ε-tubulin gene from Chlamydomonas is 79% similar to the human gene over the 87 amino acids within the region that is most conserved between humans and Trypanosoma. The predicted Xenopus sequences for ζ and η-tubulin, 89 and 97 amino acids long, are 60% and 61% similar to the Trypanosoma and Paramecium sequences, respectively. Among the 21 full-length tubulin sequences, only 7 amino acids are 
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conserved and include the the GDP/GTP-binding site, an aspartate within helix 7 and a proline near the M-loop that interacts with the H3 helix within a tubulin from the adjacent protofilament within the MT.
By examining sequence alignments between α-and β-tubulin, Kuchnir-Fygenson et al. (2004) identified residues that differ significantly in variability. Most of these residues were shown to be clustered around the nucleotide-binding pocket, where the greatest functional differences between the two types of tubulin exist. The remaining residues associated with large differences in variability are found in the N-terminal loop between helix (H) 1 and beta sheet (S) 2. The statistical distribution of residue variability in both α and β-tubulins is strongly peaked at low values, with >50% of residues scoring in the bottom 10% of the variability range. In the structure-based alignment, the correlation coefficient for variability between the tubulins is R(α/β)= 0.42. This alignment involves two gaps in β-tubulin: a small one in the disordered N-terminal loop (β, 39-40) and a larger one in the loop between S9 and S10 (β, 362-365) . Three distinct regions are misaligned to accommodate multiple residues with large differences in variability between the paralogs. These misaligned regions include a total of approximately 100 residues located in helices H1 and H4, sheets S4, S5 and S9, two turns (T4 and T5) and the disordered N-terminal loop (L1). Among these, there are 40 positions that appear to be of particular functional importance where homologous residues differ in variability by more than a standard deviation from the mean. Half of these are clustered around the nucleotide-binding pocket, four are clustered around the taxol binding site on β-tubulin and one participates in lateral binding between MT protofilaments. Of the 20 residues near the nucleotide-binding pocket, 16 are more variable in the «N-site», which binds GTP without catalyzing its hydrolysis and less variable in the «E-site», which hydrolyzes GTP as dimers assemble into protofilaments. Of the four residues that are less variable in the N-site, the tyrosine residue at position 172 in α-tubulin is particularly interesting as a target for directed mutagenesis because it interacts directly with the nucleotide. Because analogous differences in variability were so plausibly connected with functional differences in the other misaligned regions, KuchnirFygenson (2004) predicted that these residues in the N-terminal loop have a role in making the biochemical functions of α and β-tubulin distinct. It is suspected that the functional distinction is related to GTP hydrolysis and that the tenuously structured glycines within β-tubulin are involved in a hydrolysisdriven conformational change that eventually results in a catastrophe event.
We conclude this introductory survey on tubulin diversity stating that while it is tantalizing to speculate about a direct relationship between tubulin structure and function, the precise molecular basis of the properties of tubulin is still not well understood. This is in part because tubulin's highly flexible Cterminal conformation (Keskin, 2002) makes it difficult to crystallize this region.
Tubulin phylogeny
Phylogenetics is the science of estimating and analyzing evolutionary relationships. Phylogenetic relationships among micro-organisms are especially difficult to discern. DNA, RNA and proteins can be considered to be 'information molecules' since they retain a record of an organism's evolutionary history. A logical approach then is to compare nucleic acid or protein sequences from different organisms and estimate the evolutionary relationships based on the degree of homology between the sequences. The nucleotide or amino acid differences within a gene can therefore reflect the evolutionary distance between two organisms. Closely related organisms will exhibit fewer sequence differences than distantly related organisms. Through the molecular approach in determining phylogenetic relationships, the differences are readily quantifiable as sequences from different organisms can be compared and the number of differences computed. These data are often expressed in the form of phylogenetic trees, where the positions and lengths of the "branches" depict the relatedness of sequences between organisms. Interestingly, phylogenetic trees that are produced from different gene sequences may produce different topologies. Possible reasons for these inconsistencies are: (a) disparities in evolutionary rates among lineages, (b) uneven taxonomic sampling, (c) single explosive radiation of major eukaryotic taxa, (d) horizontal DNA transfer between species and (e) gene paralogies (i.e., duplications) and gene conversion. The first two phenomena result in a long-branch attraction artifact in which many slowly evolving sequences cluster to the exclusion of a few rapidly evolving sequences. The long branches that are far apart in the lower portion of the eukaryotic branch may be a result of the experimental procedure. In addition, events like horizontal DNA transfer and gene duplications complicate the analysis of molecular phylogenetic data. Some of these problems are resolved by combining data into consensus trees, for example, by combining protein data from actin, α-tubulin and β-tubulin (Roger, 1996) . Wilson and Borisy (1997) stated that although highly conserved, the variable regions within α and β-tubulins show divergence from other α and β-tubulins within the same species, but can show conservation between different species. Such conservation raises the question of whether the diversity in tubulin sequence can mediate the diversity in MT organization. Recent studies probing the function of β-tubulin isoforms in axonemes of insects suggest that tubulin structure, through interactions with extrinsic proteins, can direct the architecture and supra-molecular organization of MTs. The tubulin gene family includes, at least, three highly conserved subfamilies, α and β and γ-tubulin, that arose from a series of gene duplications early in eukaryotic evolution (Edlind et al., 1996; Keeling and Doolittle, 1996) . Currently, α and β-tubulin genes have the widest taxonomic representation and have been identified in early diverging eukaryotic lineages (Burns, 1996; Edlind, 1996; Keeling and Doolittle, 1996) . Cleveland et al. (1980) concluded that the human genome contains approximately 14 copies of the α and β-tubulin genes. Adoutte et al. (1984) produced a survey of the electrophoretic behavior of the tubulins of 23 species (mostly protists) as well as their reactivity towards 4 anti-tubulin antibodies. This allowed a rough evaluation of evolutionary relatedness between the various groups of protists analyzed. The results indicated a striking agreement between a number of published phylogenies. Gaertig et al. (1993) cloned and sequenced the two β-tubulin genes of the ciliated protozoan Tetrahymena thermophila. These two genes encode identical 443 amino acid peptides which are 99.7% identical to the β-tubulin proteins of T. pyriformis and 95% identical to the human β1-tubulin. T. thermophila contains only one α-tubulin gene, implying that all of the diverse MT structures in this unicellular organism must be formed from a single α and a single β-tubulin heterodimer. Additionally, Gaertig et al. (1993) also carried out a phylogenetic analysis of 84 complete β-tubulin peptide sequences. This analysis supports the following two hypotheses regarding β-tubulin evolution and function: (a) that multifunctional β-tubulins are under greater evolutionary constraint than β-tubulins present in specialized cells or in cells with very few MT-related functions, which can evolve rapidly; and (b) that cells which form axonemes maintain a homogeneous population of tubulins. Luduena (1998) reviewed the distribution and possible functional significance of the various forms of tubulin. In analyzing the differences among the tubulin isoforms that are encoded by different genes, it was shown that some appear to have no functional significance, while some increase the overall adaptability of the organism to environmental challenges and yet others appear to perform specific functions including formation of particular organelles and interactions with specific proteins (Keeling, 1998) . Keeling and Doolittle (1996) sequenced genes from a number of protozoa and constructed phylogenetic trees of α and β-tubulins. These trees were consistent with each other, but inconsistent with other molecular phylogenies. The agreement between α and β-tubulin trees could arise only by the co-adaptation of one molecule to variants of the other as a result of their intimate steric association in MTs. Therefore, these trees may not provide independent support for the phylogenetic results. Relationships between the protist tubulins were also examined by constructing trees of all three types. These trees were found to be of limited value for determining the position of the root within each subfamily because of the great interfamily distances, but they confirmed the classification of all known genes into three monophyletic subfamilies. Divergent genes from C. elegans and S. cerevisiae representing the novel classes of δ and ε-tubulin were found to be specifically related to γ-tubulins from animals and fungi respectively and therefore are seen as rapidly evolving orthologs of γ-tubulin. Edgcomb et al. (2001) elucidated the relationships among jakobid flagellates and other early-diverging eukaryotic lineages by characterizing α and β-tubulin genes from four jakobids. Tubulin gene phylogenies were in general agreement with mitochondrial gene phylogenies and ultrastructural data. The final representation of major eukaryotic groups was pared down to the alignments of 42 α and 39 β-tubulin sequences that were amenable to more rigorous phylogenetic analyses. A variety of traditional eukaryotic groups that are well established on the basis of morphology or molecular phylogeny were also recovered in either α or β-tubulin trees. In addition, several «higher-order» eukaryotic groupings were observed, such as fungi plus microsporidia, animals plus fungi and ciliates plus apicomplexa (alveolates). Unlike rRNA trees, tubulin phylogenies do not show many inde- pendent deep-branching lineages leading to a «crown» radiation of eukaryotes but, instead, a deep split occurs within eukaryotes separating two robust groupings, a plant-protist «superclade» and an animals-plus-fungi group, with several protist lineages intervening. It is likely that the extreme conservation of both tubulin genes leaves few phylogenetically informative sites, especially for groups in the plant-protist superclade (Keeling, 1999; .
Homology modeling
The presence of multiple forms of tubulin provides us with the opportunity to create a model library from which we can estimate physical characteristics for a large number of tubulin sequences. Once three-dimensional protein structures are determined, it becomes possible to use techniques, such as homology modeling to predict structures of proteins with similar sequences (Chothia and Lesk, 1986) . Homology modeling utilizes several structural motifs from template proteins and pieces them together to form the final model. A scoring function then assesses both the sequence identity between the target sequence and template and the overall quality of the template that is being considered. The scores are ranked and the fold with the best score is assumed to be the one adopted by the target sequence. A computer program uses alignment of the sequences with known related structures to obtain spatial restraints that the output structure must satisfy. Additional restraints derived from statistical studies of representative protein and chemical structures are also used to ensure a physically plausible result. Missing regions are predicted by simulated annealing of a molecular mechanics model. Since the 3D structures of tubulin obtained from crystallography lack the extreme carboxy-termini, we used this capability to create structure within this region of the protein. Our experience with molecular mechanics models of these regions suggests that the residues are too mobile for such structures to be anything more than one of many possible conformations. It is our approxiation that any models with gross errors will be insignificant when comparisons are made amongst several models.
We have performed homology modeling on a set tubulin sequences, containing α and β-tubulins from animals, plants, fungi and protists in the Uniprot Knowledgebase. As an initial step, the Swiss-Prot database Release 40.3 of 08-Nov-2002 (Boeckmann, 2003 ) (available at http://www.expasy.org/sprot/) was searched for tubulin amino acid sequences. A search using the keyword «tubulin» was manually filtered to separate actual tubulin sequences from those of other tubulin-related proteins. This provided some 290 sequences, representing a wide range of species. Of these, 27 sequences are annotated as being fragmentary leaving 263 complete tubulin monomer sequences. Of particular interest were the 15 human sequences obtained in this process. We believe that this core library is large enough to adequately sample the diversity of tubulin variation, therefore no attempt to systematically add to this set from other data sources has been made, although select sequences of interest from other sources have also been studied.
Appendix A summarizes all the tubulin sequences used in this study. The table names the source organism and for each α, β, γ, δ and ε, gives the name used in the database. It is important to relate the biochemical data encapsulated by the amino acid sequence to the biologically relevant information presented in this table. Fragmentary sequences were processed like all the others, however the results from such sequences must be reviewed before accepting data from them and were filtered out when appropriate in the data sets presented here. In some circumstances it may be appropriate to replace missing regions with a standard sequence to estimate results for these fragments.
Currently, a total of three structures, providing a total of four templates are available in the Brookhaven Protein Databank upon which we can construct homology models of tubulin. The first and most obvious choice, was the initial Nogales structure of the α/β tubulin heterodimer (PDB identifier 1TUB) . However, this structure was solved at a relatively low resolution and contains numerous omissions and misalignments due to difficulties in density fitting. A refinement of the 1TUB structure, PDB identifier 1JFF, was subsequently deposited with a slightly better resolution at 3.5 Å (Lowe, 2001) . Along with increased resolution, the 1JFF structure also addressed a number of misalignment errors within the 1TUB structure and therefore makes a better choice for a homology modeling template. However, the 1JFF structure contains a large, nine-residue gap within the α tubulin M loop (serine 277 to leucine 286). Fortunately, this gap was not present in the 1TUB structure, providing us with a template structure for this region. Shortly after we began modeling the tubulin isoforms, a new structure of tubulin complexed with stathmin was released (PDB identifier 1SA0) (Ravelli, 2004) . This structure was solved at 3.58 Å and contained most of the a 
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loop that was not present in the 1JFF structure. The presence of the complete missing a loop in 1TUB and partial loop in 1SAO provided us with adequate templates for modeling this section of the α-tubulins. A fourth template structure from which to build the tubulin homology models was available to us. This structure was that of the E. coli cell division protein 1FSZ . Unfortunately, these five template structures are not entirely unique, the 1TUB and 1JFF being largely the same models.
When generating models of the α tubulin monomers, only the FtsZ and the two α-structures were input to Modeller as templates . Similarly, when modeling β-monomers only the FtsZ and the two β structures were used. In other cases all five structures were input. Models were also constructed without including the FtsZ structure, a putative prokaryotic homologue of tubulin (Erickson, 1997; . These were judged to be insignificantly different. After constructing several test models we determined that the presence of extended loops within 1FSZ, that were absent from all of the tubulin sequences tended to alter the alignment scores and produce alignment anomalies between the tubulin alignments. It was therefore decided to eliminate the FtSZ structure from our templates and because of the high sequence homology between the β and α-tubulins we chose to use only 1JFF as our template.
Results
With the resulting library of structural tubulin models, various computational estimates of physical properties of the different tubulins may be made. These include the volume, surface area, net charge and dipole moments. All volumes and surface areas reported herein are calculated using a Connolly solvent accessible surface. Similarly, all dipole moments reported are with respect to the protein center-of-mass or alternatively a geometric mean of the model co-ordinates which is expected to be a good approximation of the former. We performed these calculations on the model structures, typically using analysis tools within the Gromacs (Lindahl, 2001) molecular dynamics package (version 3.1.4). Because only a single δ and a single ε sequence are present and these somewhat resemble γ, it is convenient to consider three groups: α, β and γ\δ\ε. We show some scatter plots of these three groups below in Figs. 1 and 2 .
We also analyzed the properties of the C-terminal projection. We first needed to define this region. We used Clustal W (version 1.82) (Thompson, 1994) in order to obtain a multiple sequence alignment amongst the peptides. Such an alignment is illustrated in Fig. 3 which highlights variations in amino acid sequences. The multiple alignment then allows rapid identification of corresponding residues in all of sequences. Because this alignment is done amongst different sequences and with different parameters than the alignments performed with Modeller it may be that slight differences in the alignments have occurred. Studying these may be instructive in understanding some of the uncertainties associated with the Modeller outputs. However, we have ignored this possibility and defined residue 436 to be the first in the tail. This corresponds well to the beginning of the hypervariable region and the last contact of the backbone with the globular structure in 1TUB and 1JFF. From this definition, we can then readily read and analyze the C-terminal projection sequences for each tubulin species.
The library of tubulin structures including α, β and γ from animals, plants, fungi and protists, as well as δ and ε from humans, were analyzed by molecular mechanics to determine their net charges, dipole moment components, dipole orientations, volumes, surface areas and the lengths and charges of their C-termini. The results of our computations in this regard are shown in Appendix B.
Fig . 1A shows a scatter diagram of the net charge/volume ratios of the different tubulins. This plot is striking in that the net charge on the β-tubulins is by far the greatest ranging between 17 and 32 elementary charges (e) depending on the particular β tubulin with an average value in this case at approximately 25 e. Next come the α tubulins with net charges varying between 10 and 25 elementary charges. Finally, the γ, δ and ε tubulins have a much lower value of the net charge; in some cases being very close to zero. There appears to be little if any correlation between the size of a protein and its charge, although the γ-tubulins are noticeably larger in volume. Further, it should be kept in mind, that the charge on a tubulin dimer will be neutralized in solution due to the presence of counter-ions which almost completely screen the net charge. This was experimentally determined for tubulin by the application of an external electric field; the resulting value of an unscreened charge of approximately 0.2 e per monomer was found (Stracke, 2002) . What is, however, of great interest in connection with polymerization of tubulin into MT's and with protein-protein and drug-protein binding is the actual distribution of charges on the surface of tubulin. Fig. 4 illustrates this for the Downing-Nogales structure with plus signs indicating the regions of positive charge and minus signs negatively charged locations. This figure shows Ctermini in two very upright positions. Each of the different tubulins will show differences in this regard but lack of space prevents us from showing in detail where the differences occur for specific monomers. Fig. 1C shows the logarithm of surface area against the logarithm of volume for the different tubulins. Note the high level of correlation between the tubulin family and the surface-volume functional dependence. It is worth noting that the γ, δ and ε-tubulins are significantly more compact than the α tubulins, which are slightly more compact than the β-tubulins. We also show a best-fit line to these scatter plots for each of the three families. Note that the α and β families have a very similar slope with a value close to the unity that is indicative of cylindrical symmetry in the overall geometry. The γ, δ and ε-tubulins are characterized by a lower value of the slope indicating a greater amount of spherical symmetry for which surface-to-volume dependence scales with a power of 2/3.
As seen in Fig. 1B , α-tubulins have relatively low dipole moments about their centers-of-mass ranging between 1,000 and
Modeler. While the variety of configurations was not unexpected they were included for completeness and do not detract from the rest of the model. Furthermore, they reflect the conformational flexibility of these regions. When tubulin is modeled as a dimer or monomer in solution, implicit or explicit, that simulates physiological conditions we see a variety of conformations for the C-terminal tails. While conformations that point away from the MT dominate (as would be entropically expected) the tails will also occasionally make contact with what would be the surface of the MT. Generally speaking, the C-terminal tails sweep out a large volume of space over several nanoseconds. Our models show that only α-and β-tubulins have C-terminal tails that project outwards from the tubulin, due to their high negative charges. Fig. 6 shows the energy levels of different orientations of the C-termini in a toy model with rigid tails and simplified electrostatics and suggests that there is relatively little energetic difference between the tails projecting straight outward from the rest of the tubulin and lying on the surface of tubulin in certain energy minima. While other surface states are quite strongly disfavored, the surface minima occur in positions where their negative charges form electrostatic bonds with certain positively charged residues on the tubulin surface. This variation is illustrated by Fig. 7 . In a more realistic model this would need to be extended to consider different Cterminal structures and surface charges. This aspect is still underway and it will be extended to investigate the effects of posttranslational modifications such as phosphorylation and polyglutamation on the equilibrium C-terminal states.
Discussion
The structures of α and β-tubulins are known to be quite similar, being nearly indistinguishable at approximately 6 Å (Li, 2002) despite only a 40% amino acid homology. Since the sequences within the α or β-tubulin family are more similar to each other than to those sequences belonging to the other families of tubulins, it is reasonable to believe that any given sequence should produce a structure very similar to another member of a given family. Further support for this comes from the published structures of and Lowe (2001) which are of a porcine sequence, but which were fit to structural data from an inhomogeneous bovine sample. Accordingly, by substituting appropriate amino acid side chains and properly adjusting other residues to accommodate insertions and deletions in the sequence, crystallographic structures can be used as a framework to produce model structures with different sequences with a high degree of confidence. Indeed, we have demonstrated that homology modeling produced a set of models that are essentially indistinguishable from one another. Therefore, homology modeling may not be an appropriate test, as it attempts to move the resulting models towards the templates. The universal convergence that we see here only proves that the structure can accommodate all of the tubulin sequences that we have investigated. While homology modeling or threading may be the best way to generate a large number of models, additional methods are required to test the stability of the resulting conformations obtained from the homology modeling. Having said that, it is still of interest to compare the results of our calculations and find possible consequences of the differences in the physical characteristics between various tubulin isoforms. (Humphrey, 1996) .
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2,000 debye, while the β-tubulins are very high in this regard with the corresponding values ranging between 1,000 and 4,000 debye and with the average value close to 3,000 debye. The γ-, δ-and ε-tubulins have dipole moments whose values are in between those two ranges. There is clearly some correlation between the magnitude of the dipole moment and volume for β-and γ-tubulins while the α tubulins are so compact that no correlation is readily apparent. In Fig. 2 we have illustrated the important aspect of dipole organization for tubulin, namely its orientation. Fig. 2A shows a Mollweide projection of dipole orientation in tubulin. The center of the diagram corresponds to the orientation perpendicular to the cylinder surface in a MT. The northerly direction represents the direction along the protofilament towards the plus-end while the southerly direction points towards the minus-end. Points along the horizontal axis are oriented tangentially to the MT surface. We conclude from this diagram and its magnification around the center region in Fig. 2 that both α-and β-tubulins orient their dipole moments in a direction that is close to being perpendicular to the MT surface. Notably, the same cannot be said about the dipole orientation for γ-tubulin, whose dipole orientation is largely tangential to the cylindrical surface of the MT formed out of its subunits. The C-terminal tails (residues beyond the H-12 helix) display a largely random configuration, in stark contrast to the rest of the monomer. This is due to the inherent flexibility of this region of the sequence and the in vacuo simulation techniques employed by The dipole moment of tubulin could play a role in MT assembly and in other processes such as interactions with neighboring proteins and ions, espcially when the dipole moments can be ordered leading to collective effects (Brown and Tuszynski, 1999) or even dynamical propagating states (Trpisova and Tuszynski, 1997) . This could be instrumental in the docking process of molecules to tubulin and in the proper steric configuration of a tubulin dimer as it approaches a MT for binding. An isolated (in vacuum) tubulin dimer has an electric field dominated by its net charge as seen in the nearly spherical isopotential surface in Fig.  8A . In contrast, a dimer, shown in Fig.8B , surrounded by water molecules and counter-ions, as is physiologically relevant, has an isopotential surface with two lobes much like the dumbbell shape of a mathematical dipole. In a MT, the individual dimers have near parallel dipole moments relative to their nearest neighbors; this is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The greater the individual dipole of each of its units, the less stable the MT will generally be since these near parallel dipole-dipole interactions are repulsive, tending to push apart the MT. Note that the strength of the interaction potential is proportional to the square of the dipole moment; hence MT structures formed from tubulin units with larger dipole moments should be more prone to undergo disassembly catastrophes (Trpisova and Tuszynski, 1997) compared to those MTs that contain low dipole moment tubulins. For organisms that express more than one type of tubulin isoform in the same cell, one can conceive that MT dynamic behavior could be regulated by altering the relative amounts of the different isoforms according to their dipole moments. However, these effects are moderated by local interactions between two dimers, which produces a more complicated electrostatic field than the assembly of dipoles described here would suggest; for details see (Baker, 2001 ).
In terms of surface/volume ratios, α and β-tubulins are the least compact, while γ, δ and ε are the most compact. There is abundant evidence that both α and β have variable conformations. This is attested to by their interaction with drugs and is consistent with the dynamic instability of MTs. In contrast, there is no evidence of γ, δ and ε participating in dynamic instability nor is there any theoretical reason to imagine such flexibility. It is reasonable to postulate that a less compact structure may have a more flexible conformation.
Isoform composition has a demonstrable effect on MT assembly kinetics (Panda, 1994; Banerjee and Kasmala, 1998) . This could be due to changes in the electrostatics of tubulin, in particular, its net charge. This property although significantly screened by counter-ions does affect MT assembly by influencing dimer-dimer interactions over relatively short distances (approximately 5 nm) as well as the kinetics of assembly. These shortrange interactions have been recently studied by (Sept, 2003) by calculating the energy of protofilament-protofilament interactions. These authors concluded from their work that the two types of MT lattices (A and B lattices differ in the relative positions of the protofilaments relative to each other) correspond to the local energy minima. However, the matters can be significantly more complicated since not only does tubulin exist as multiple isoforms, but the protein can also undergo various post-translational modifications, such as phosphorylation, acetylation, detyrosination and polyglutamylation (Banerjee, 2002; Luduena, 1998) .
Our models predict that the C-terminal tails of α and β can readily adopt the two extreme conformations: either projecting outwards from the tubulin (and the MT surface) or lying on the surface, albeit such that their charged residues can form electrostatic bonds with complimentary charges on the surface. The state of the C-terminus (upright, down, or in intermediate states; see Fig. 7 ) is easily influenced by local ion concentrations including pH. This conformational complexity has many implications. First, a projecting C-terminus could play a major role in signaling. The fact that tubulin isoforms differ markedly in their C-termini (Sackett, 1995) suggests that specific sequences may mediate the functional roles of the isoforms. These sequences would be readily available for interactions with other proteins in a projecting C-terminus (Sarkar, 2001) . Second, the C-termini are the sites of many of the post-translational modifications of tubulin, i.e. polyglutamylation, polyglycylation, detyrosination/tyrosination, removal of the penultimate glutamatic acid and phosphorylation of serine and tyrosine (Redeker, 1998) . It is known that the Ctermini are essential to normal MT function (Duan, 2002) ; a projecting C-terminus would be easily accessible to enzymes that effect these modifications and the modification could influence the likelihood of the C-terminus changing conformation. In addition, if the modification plays a role in signaling, then the signal would be readily available in a projecting C-terminus, as mentioned above. Third, projecting C-termini would automatically create spacing between MT's. It is known that MT's are never closely packed and are surrounded by what is sometimes referred to as an «exclusion zone» (Dustin, 1984) . This is a region of space around them that is strongly unfavorable to the presence of other MT's in the vicinity. Although MAP's likely play a role in establishing such spacing, electrostatic repulsion among C-terminal ends might also influence this as well. The C-termini are the major sites of binding of the MAP's to tubulin. A projecting C-terminus may 
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facilitate MAP binding and, conversely, MAP binding could influence the conformation of the C-terminus. Evidence for this is provided by the work of Makrides et al. (2003) who showed that when the MAP tau binds to MT's, it triggers a structural change on the MT surface whereby a structural element, presumably tau, lies on the surface of the MT forming a lattice whose alignment angle is much more acute than that of the lattice of tubulin subunits. This lattice is apparently superimposed on top of the normal MT (A or B) lattice. The orientations of the C-termini when they are lying on the surface of the MT form nearly the same kind of pattern that Makrides et al. (2003) observed, a striking confirmation of the potential accuracy of our modeling. The observed angles are listed in the caption of Fig. 9 . These results raise the possibility that the orientation of the C-termini of the α and β-subunits determines the arrangement of tau molecules on the MT.
In addition, the state of the C-termini could mediate how motor proteins such as kinesin or dynein bind to and move on MT's. Our models show that kinesin binds preferentially to upright C-termini and not to C-termini lying on the surface of the MT (see Fig. 10 ). Very minor changes in the local ionic environment or the pH could halt the processive motion of a two-headed kinesin (Wriggers and Schulten, 1998) by collapsing the C-termini. One can postulate that the proportion of C-termini that are in the upright conformation in a given portion of the MT could determine the actual rate of kinesin movement. It is likely that such arguments could apply to other motor proteins as well. One might imagine that the very fine coordination of movements that occurs in processes such as mitosis could be influenced or even caused by the conformational state of the C-termini in particular areas of the MT. Finally, one can speculate that the C-termini could collapse in waves that could simultaneously couple to a wave of ions that could polarize or depolarize a membrane. This could be a form of MT signaling that has not yet been considered in the literature. A quantitative model of ionic wave transmission coupled to coordinated motion of the C-termini of dendritic MT's has been recently developed by Priel et al. (2005) .
The role and function of MTs in embryos has been discussed in depth by Gordon (1999) . Based on important studies of the multi-gene families of tubulin (Lewis and Cowan, 1990) , it can be concluded that all tubulins in the same organism appear able to participate in all major functions. Nonetheless, some tubulins are produced primarily in certain tissues at specific stages of development. Interestingly, tissue-specific tubulins are often expressed at lower evolutionary levels in some other tissues. To complicate matters more, nearly identical tubulins may have entirely different patterns of expression. However, some tubulins differ in their ability to participate in dynamic equilibrium phenomena, their role in MT nucleation as well as sperm formation. Particularly intriguing is the fact that tubulins can even differ from one part of the cell in an embryo to another and during mitosis. This is suggestive of a specialized role of tubulin isoform in cell splitter effects. In particular, the role of tubulin isoforms was outlined by Gordon (1999) concluding with the following observations:
1. Different tubulin isoforms are involved in cortical rotation. 2. Tubulins in nematodes may vary between cell types. 3. The origin of tubulin isoforms coincides with the origin of new cell types and specifically with their cell state splitters (KubeGranderath and Schliwa, 1998).
4. Some tubulin isoforms nevertheless occur in multiple tissues (Lu, 1998) .
5. There is a highly probable and very intriguing role of tubulin isoforms in brain complexity and its origin.
6. Tubulin isoforms could be used to distinguish otherwise histologically equivalent cell types.
Two hypotheses regarding multiple tubulin gene sequences have been advanced, both of which may have some factual basis. First, individual tubulin genes may encode functionally divergent polypeptides conferring unique properties to the final MT that is polymerized by the cell. Alternatively, multiple polypeptides may themselves be functionally equivalent but represent the products of duplicated genes that have evolved to possess different regulatory sequences for activation of transcription during alternative While this paper attempted to shed light on the gross biophysical features distinguishing between different tubulins, we have been able to relate such differences only to the presence of the major sub-families. Very subtle differences in the amino-acid composition within each sub-family while still elude our ability to relate structure and function precisely, may contain significant changes in tubulin's functional domains. Our quest to uncover these relationships is still ongoing. ,'TBA2_MAIZE, TBA3_MAIZE, TBA4_MAIZE, TBA5_MAIZE, TBA6_MAIZE;  β TBB1_MAIZE, TBB2_MAIZE, TBB3_MAIZE, TBB4_MAIZE, TBB5_MAIZE, TBB6_MAIZE, TBB7_MAIZE,'TBB8_MAIZE ; γ TBG1_MAIZE, TBG2_MAIZE, TBG3_MAIZE
Appendix B Summary of computation results
Each of the 290 Swiss-Prot Sequences is listed below with some results. Fragmentary sequences are marked with an initial "F". Charges are reported in fundamental charge (electronic) units. 
